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About This Game

Inquisitional statistics:

Three character classes--Paladin, Priest, and Thief--each with his own unique and independent story.

Wield the power of the Inquisition as you arrest heretics; use a variety of tools-such as the iron maiden, suspension, and
the rack-to extract confessions and burn the heretics!

Animations of the game characters, reflecting every change in the equipment, consist of almost one million sprites (i.e.
graphical elements)

A wide, open-ended world for you to explore and exploit as you see fit.

More than 200 weapons, 80 spells, and 7 schools of forbidden and allowed magic!

37 extensive dungeon complexes (including multilevel dungeons)

34 surface areas with deep forests, green pastures and extensive towns

10 years of development, 3 years of translations, months of proofreading
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More than 5,000 pages of text

Overview:
Ultherst was once a peaceful, God-fearing land until the Three Scourges of God came to pass as foretold by Saint Ezekiel, one

of the twelve followers of the First Prophet. First came the famine that devasted the populace. Next came the plague that added
more unfortunate souls on Death’s abacus. Finally came the great rain of fire, and death fell down on sinner and innocent alike,
blood flooding the streets in place of water. The people, in their desperation, turned away from the Holy Mother Church and

delved deep into pagan decadence or succumbed to the temptation of the Devil. You have been charged with the office of
Inquisitor. It is up to you to investigate crimes against the one true faith and root out heresy--using any and all means necessary.

As in all best computer RPGs--the most important choices are yours to make.

Inquisitor is a unique blend of action-oriented combat with a deep and involving tale of betrayal, torture, madness, and infernal
damnation. Put your wits to the test as you collect evidence against possible heretics and put them to trial once they have been
charged. Use the might of the Inquisition to extract a confession from your subjects, but be warned, use your power wisely or

you will face the consequences. If a gritty old-school open-ended isometric RPG is what you looking for, look no further.
Inquisitor will provide you with hours of gameplay and a dark, involving story.

Deluxe version bonuses:

Book – The Inquisitor Novel (pdf)

Book – Revelation of Ezekiel (pdf)

Artbook (pdf)

Two-hour soundtrack (38 songs)
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Title: Inquisitor
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Publisher:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2012

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: Single Core 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card supporting DirectX with 64 MB of memory

Storage: 2300 MB available space

Sound Card: A compatible sound card

English,Czech,French
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Rare old school game, where you dont want to make promises, because you never know where is the truth lies.
There is no other games, like this, where text is so important. Your invetigations is important, without it , you just a pawn in
heretics schemes.. Wow. Some games just crash your computer. Some games totally lockup your computer. But this one does
something so awful that it takes about 20 minutes to reboot your computer. That is such a catacylsmic crash that I am truly
impressed. I will thumbs up this game for that reason alone. You've got to see how badly this game messes up your system. It's
truly memorable.. Unfortunately; this charming game about torture and the evils of religion is let down by the combat, which is
basically just an exercise in potion-chugging. This game is extremely dark setting, having the extreme roleplaying feature with
diablo 1\/2 combat system it does a good job on challeging the player but it has flaws of course, including the character meta as
for example the priest is literaly the one you are meant to play and therefore is the strongest character and for many reasons, but
since its a sigleplayer ROLEPLAYING game makes sense the extreme punishing towards your characters (How so?) well theres
stuff that eat your stats......permanently. Yep! be warned on what you fight, but they are mostly named\/taged bosses so normal
stuff wont drain your precious skills and stats, as i said before the characters have a lot of power meta and not just the game has
its own difficult system but you could consider the characters themselves a challege : Priest = Easy , Thief = Normal , Paladin=
Hard.... (dont pick paladin and play hard its almost impossible, again almost but not entirely) Using the exclusive stamina system
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665your holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game will surprise you (or enrage
you if you are petty casual) , good story telling with a lot.. No really A LOT of talking text and interrogations (play thief or
priest if you are more roleplayer as they have skills for roleplaying, while paladin have none but combat based stuff), searc for
heretics and burn them or become one yourself while raising towards glory or wharever you want, and dwelve in the world of
the darkness where children are eaten and dansels are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to bring THE FIRE OF
GOD, UPON THE SINNERS! Good luck and have fun..
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